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I'll Never say never, but I'll always stay clever
And maybe one day we can be together
I can't complain I can't compete
Got 20 in my wallet and that's for me
But if I get the guts to pull a fake I'd
Then at the age of 19 I'll drink legally
Cuz honestly where has honesty gotten me?
I'm not gunna lie that drinks not on me
RB you can forget the V
She's charming, but still costs a fee
So if you wanna get drunk then it's up to you
She said it's all I ever wanted but I need it too
Tried and true, so if I'm eyeing you
It means I wanna say hi but my pockets too shy to
I'm tryin to finish it off right
But the only thing I spend is the night

Even though I can't buy you a drink I can still give you
sex on the beach
I said, even though I can't buy you a drink I can still
give you sex on the beach

Ya sex on the beach, 
It'll be my treat and I guarantee
That just a few light pulls from fifth of V
Will have us buzzin buzzin buzzin like the fuzz on a
peach
You thought it wasn't? well you best believe
Were havin fun cuz in my heart I just turned sixteen
And I hope that you don't pass on me cuz I'm cheap
My greatest power power, is the powerr of the is
speech
Cuz I turn sour, the sour, into the sweet
And in the hour that it took to devour the beat
I took a shower, shit, shaved and had to flower the
seeed
And tho the ADHDs been crazy lately
I have no trouble focusing on you and me
Cuz you deserve my attention, your cute little feet, 
Crest white teeth, the dimple on your left cheek
And the way you always say you like to KIT
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I guess essentially, I know your meant for me
And what I can't provide for you financially
I make up by just askin will you dance with me
On the beach
Dance with me on the beach

Even though I can't buy you a drink I can still give you
sex on the beach
I said, even though I can't buy you a drink I can still
give you sex on the beach
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